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Happy Summer!

As the season progresses many of us get swept
up in the long days by trying to cram as much as
possible into our lives. I know I can easily get
caught up in the whirlwind of outdoor
entertaining, yard work, purging the house of a
collection of winter stuff and, well, just being busy.

September rolls around before I realize, and,
(deep breath…) am aware that I haven’t paused

long enough to fully appreciate the season. I am guilty of behaving like a human
“doing” rather than a human “being”. To just BE instead of DO. To be fully engaged
in little moments – a meaningful conversation with a friend or colleague, walking
the dog and listening to the birds, feeling the warmth of the sun as I lay in a deck
chair. Simple things that make my heart feel full and help to recharge my batteries.

I hope this summer is an enjoyable one for you and you take the time to focus on
just being…

Kelli

Your Summer Routine – Try Something New!

Well I thought the summer was here, but it feels
like October again! Regardless, we have some
new things for you to try over the summer.

Sundays beginning July 14th - Try an
outdoor bootcamp with one of our personal
trainers (Kevin Tam and Tonya Huck are taking
turns in July). This class is free for members,
and non-members just need to purchase a drop

in pass. The summer is short, and the Racquet Club hill is calling you to get
outside and try something new.

Friday nights beginning July 12th –The popular Disco Spin will be coming
off for the summer but back in the fall. In its place, try a fusion of Spin and Lift
with Dani. Spin first, then move to the fitness room for a LIFT session that will
amp up the metabolism to keep you going all weekend.

Morning classes – Our Monday/Wednesday/Friday yoga classes will remain
on the schedule for the summer as will our Tuesday/Thursday spin classes. If
you haven’t tried them yet, maybe now is the time since it’s a bit lighter and
brighter – and we have fun things to do after work, maybe come back and
hang out on the deck with some friends for some drink specials?

Personal Trainers – Stuck in a rut? We have 7 trainers that would love to pull
you out and motivate you with a new program. You can find their contact
information on our website, or ask for a card at the front desk the next time
you come in.

If you don’t see your favourite class on the schedule for July and August, don’t
fret! 95% of these classes are coming back in the fall. This is a nice time for
instructors to take some time off too, so they can recharge and give you
everything they have when they return. New music, new formats, and maybe
even a few surprises.

As always, send me an email if you have questions or comments. Have a
fantastic (and hopefully warm) summer.

Catherine

It’s summer (finally) and many people spend
more of their time outside trying to take in as
much of the warm weather as possible. But that
doesn’t mean that squash needs to take a back
seat to summer activity. In fact, summer is one
of the best times to get ready for the Fall
squash season. Even though our schedule has
slowed down a bit for summer, there are still
plenty of classes you can take to keep your
fitness up, or even improve your fitness (since

you’re probably spending more time on the squash court than in a class during
the fall and winter, right?). Get into the weight room to put on a little extra
muscle to help you push through those long rallies, or book a session with a
trainer to figure out where to concentrate your effort. Consider taking one of
our yoga classes to loosen up those tight muscles. And of course, get on court
and do some drills: work on that drop that’s been giving you some issues, or
that drive that’s just not been getting to the back of the court. So many
possibilities and a great time to do it without pressure from league play or an
upcoming tournament.

Have a great summer and see you on court!

Jeff
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